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We report on the generation of two-dimensional low spatial frequency laser-induced periodic 
surface structures on transparent material. Inspired by the potential applications in transmission light 
microscopy, we have successfully structured entire sapphire substrates by using an infrared 
femtosecond laser having a wavelength of 1030 nm, a pulse duration of 222 fs and a repetition rate 
of 50 kHz, in conjunction with a 2D-galvo scanner with highly uniform low spatial frequency 
LIPSS. By varying the laser fluence, scanning speed and scanning direction with respect to the po-
larization of the laser, we optimize the process of 1D and 2D periodic structuring and find scanning 
orthogonal to the laser polarization with a laser fluence above the ablation threshold is preferential 
for high quality structuring with a high degree of homogeneity and parallelism and low damage. 
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1. Introduction 
Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) are 

topic of research since their first observation on semicon-
ductors in 1965 [1]. These periodic structures, typically, 
arise upon polarized laser irradiation of solids with the flu-
ence being near the materials ablation threshold [2-5]. Two 
types of LIPSS are distinguished, defined by the relation 
between their periodicity Λ and the applied laser wave-
length λ. Low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) are charac-
terized by having a periodicity ΛLSFL ≈ λ, whereas high 
spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) have ΛHSFL << λ [4-6]. 
The origin of LSFL has been described by Emmony et al. 
[7] by an interference of the electromagnetic field of the 
used laser and a surface scattered wave generated by the 
incident laser light. Sipe et al. [3] used this approach to 
develop a mathematical model for the evolution of LSFL, 
referred to as efficacy factor theory, which is today the 
generally accepted approach. The surface scattered wave 
that forms the basis of this theory was later associated to 
surface plasmon polaritons [5]. For HSFL, however, there 
is no established theory yet [8-10].  

Since, low spatial frequency LIPSS influence the wet-
tability and cell growth of structured surfaces [2, 11-13], 
LSFL on transparent materials are of particular interest in 
transmission light microscopy for medical applications. 
However, the generation of LSFL on transparent materials 
is, as compared to metals and semiconductors, challenging 
since initially free charged carriers have to be generated as 
a prerequisite for the formation of the surface scattered 
wave. As it has been shown in Ref. 14 and 15, for the gen-
eration of LSFL free charged carriers in dielectrics, such as 
fused silica, are excited by the irradiating laser via multi-
photon absorption and avalanche ionization [16]. 

Punctual HSFL and LSFL on transparent materials, 
such as fused silica or sapphire, have been demonstrated by 
several research groups [5, 6, 17-19]. In the case of sap-
phire, Stoian et al. [17] used and Ti:sapphire laser having a 

wavelength of 800 nm with pulse durations of 0.2 ps and 
2.8 ps. LSFL have been observed for both, 0.2 ps (4.0 J/cm², 
10 pulses) and 2.8 ps (4.3 J/cm², 10 and 20 pulses), orient-
ed perpendicular to the laser polarization with a periodicity 
corresponding to λ (≈0.8 µm). While HSFL have been ob-
served in the femtosecond regime (0.2 ps) with a periodici-
ty of about 0.2 µm, LSFL formation is favoured in the pi-
cosecond regime (2.8 ps). Ashkenasi et al. [18] also used an 
Ti:sapphire laser and its second harmonics for the genera-
tion of LSFL with 10 pulses on sapphire specimens. Exper-
iments were carried out for λ = 790 nm with pulse dura-
tions of 2.3 ps and 1.3 ps and the associated fluence of  
6.4 J/cm² (2.3 ps) and 3.2 J/cm² (1.3 ps), respectively, 
showing LSFL having a periodicity of 740 nm ± 40 nm. 
For the second harmonic, pulse durations of 0.2 ps and  
1.3 ps were applied with the corresponding fluence of  
4.5 J/cm² and 3.4 J/cm², respectively, revealing to LSFL 
with periodicities of 360 nm ± 30 nm. For all experiments, 
the generated LSFL always show an orientation perpendic-
ular to the laser polarization. Qi et al. [19] investigated the 
femtosecond ablation process of sapphire and found LIPSS, 
generated with a Ti:sapphire laser (780 nm), pulse duration 
of 164 fs and a repetition rate of 1 kHz, for a pulse number 
of 20-50 with a fluence close to the ablation threshold of 
the material. The LIPSS are oriented perpendicular to the 
polarization of the laser, having a periodicity of approxi-
mately 340 nm and are therefore rated as being HSFL. In 
case of HSFL, which are yet not in the focus of this article, 
also one-dimensional periodic structures along a defined 
line have been shown on different transparent materials [8, 
9, 20]. In a recent publication, we firstly reported the gen-
eration of one-dimensional LSFL on wide band gap trans-
parent material, namely fused silica with a specific focus 
on a rotation of the LSFL orientation in different irradiation 
regimes [21]. Eberle et al. [22] observed structures appear-
ing as 1D-LSFL on sapphire, though themselves denoted 
these as ripples. However, opposite to the generally used 
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approach to generate LIPSS by a simple and single laser 
irradiation, the authors in Ref. 22 employed laser irradia-
tion and a subsequent wet etching process to make these 
nanostructures visible. A similar combined laser/etching 
approach was reported by Gottmann et al. [23] for struc-
tures in fused silica having periodicities as HSFL. Although 
1D-LSFL have been explicitly shown on fused silica as a 
representative for transparent materials, we here show for 
the first time that it is also possible to generate them on 
sapphire. 

Despite numerous publications of 2D-LSFL on non-
transparent materials e.g. metals [11, 24, 25], no literature 
for 2D-LSFL on dielectrics is available. In this contribution, 
we report on the generation of 2D-LSFL, enabling spatial 
coverage of transparent materials, with specific focus on 
sapphire. The influence of the interplay between laser 
scanning direction and laser polarization on a distinct oc-
currence of the LSFL is demonstrated.  

 
2.  Experimental 

An ultrashort pulse laser (Pharos, Light Conversion) 
having a wavelength of 1030 nm, a repetition rate of  
50 kHz and a pulse duration of 222 fs (FWHM) is used for 
the experimental study. The pulse energy, and thereby the 
applied fluence is adjusted by an attenuator, while the po-
larization is controlled with a λ/2-plate. The laser beam is 
deflected by a galvo scanner (RTA AR800 2G+, Newson) 
and focused on the sample surface with an f-θ-lens having 
a focal length of 100 mm. The resulting Gaussian focus 
diameter is 31 µm (1/e2) as being measured by a high reso-
lution CCD camera (UI-1490SE-M-GL, IDS).  

In this study, sapphire has been chosen as a prominent 
candidate of transparent materials used in biology and med-
ical research. It comprises good optical properties for mi-
croscopic applications, is biocompatible, has a high hard-
ness and is inert [26, 27]. Single-crystalline sapphire sub-
strates with an uncharted cut, having a thickness of 2 mm 
and a surface roughness of about 6 nm are processed (UQG 
Optics). The surface topography is analysed using a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM, Phenom ProX, Phenom-
World), an atomic force microscope (AFM, Dimension 
Icon, Bruker) and a transmitted light microscope (DM6000 
M, Leica), respectively. The images taken by the transmit-
ted light microscope and the scanning electron microscope 
are transferred into Fourier spectra to precisely determine 
the periodicities of the LSFL and HSFL, respectively [28].  

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the three step process for structur-
ing a surface with two-dimensional LSFL. 

 

For successfully structuring entire surfaces with LSFL, 
the generation is split into three steps (cf. figure 1) that are 
individually optimized. Firstly, the influence of pulse num-
ber and fluence on the generation of common punctual 
LSFL is analysed. Translation of the laser focus by the 
scanner leads to the generation of one-dimensional LSFL 
(straight lines). For this second step, the influence of scan-
ning direction, scanning speed and fluence on the 1D-LSFL 
is determined. By concatenating the one-dimensional struc-
tures, 2D-LSFL covering entire surfaces are produced.   

 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Punctual LSFL 

Figure 2 shows SEM images of the evolution of both 
LSFL and HSFL on sapphire with increasing fluence be-
tween 1.63 J/cm² and 3.11 J/cm² for a fixed number of laser 
pulses N = 10. Apparently, in a low power regime up to 
about 1.88 J/cm², HSFL evolve with an orientation orthog-
onal to the laser polarization (Fig. 2 a), b)). With increasing 
fluence, LSFL begin to arise in the centre of the irradiated 
spot while HSFL remain visible at the rim of the modified 
area (Fig. 2 c)). This is the typically observed behaviour of 
punctual LIPSS formation, forming HSFL in a lower flu-
ence regime than LSFL [6, 29, 30]. The HSFL generated 
with the parameters in figure 2 b) reveal a periodicity of 
418 nm ± 27 nm, significantly below the wavelength of the 
laser. The LSFL reveal a periodicity of 924 ± 6 nm, i.e. 
slightly below the employed laser wavelength and their 
orientation is orthogonal to the laser polarization, both be-
ing in accordance to previous findings [17, 18]. It is 
worthwhile to note that the LSFL formation appears to be 
not well pronounced, an observation that has earlier been 
observed for sapphire by Stoian et al. and Ashkenasi et al. 
[17, 18]. With a further increase of the fluence to 3.11 
J/cm², we observe a damage of the sapphire specimen. Ad 
hoc performed measurements of the ablation threshold for 
the particular material on hand according to the method of 
Liu [31] reveal an ablation threshold of 2.97 J/cm² (for 10 
pulses), confirming that LSFL appear for fluences near the 
ablation threshold [2-5].  
 

 
Fig. 2 SEM images of punctual LIPSS on sapphire, generated 
with N = 10 and a) Φ = 1.63 J/cm², b) Φ = 1.88 J/cm²,  
c) Φ = 2.86 J/cm² and d) Φ = 3.11 J/cm². 
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Fig. 3 AFM image (5 µm x 5 µm) with modulation profile of 
punctual LSFL on sapphire generated with N = 10 and  
Φ = 2.86 J/cm². 
 

Figure 3 shows an atomic force microscope image with 
a field of view of 5 µm x 5 µm (same parameters used for 
the LIPSS generation as in figure 2 c)), highlighting the 
associated topography of the LSFL with a modulation 
depth of about 100 nm and a periodicity of about 939 nm, 
respectively. 
 
3.2 One-dimensional LSFL 

To generate one-dimensional low-spatial frequency 
LIPSS, the laser beam is scanned across the sapphire sam-
ple both parallel and orthogonal to the polarization of the 
laser. Experiments with varying scanning speeds between 
50 mm/s and 145 mm/s show that qualitatively good one-
dimensional structures can be generated with a speed of  
80 mm/s for both directions. Figure 4 shows one-
dimensional LSFL generated with a scanning direction or-
thogonal a) and parallel b) to the laser polarization, respec-
tively. For the structures with orthogonal scanning direction 
(Fig. 4 a)), a fluence of 4.40 J/cm² had to be applied to 
generate clearly resolvable 1D-LSFL. Please note, that op-
posite for scanning in x-direction (2.47 J/cm²), this fluence 
above the ablation threshold results from the reduced spa-
tial overlap of the generated LSFL during the movement of 
the laser spot in y-direction. Since the LSFL extension is 
smaller in y-direction (see Fig. 2 c)), for a given pulse-to- 
pulse overlap, defined by the scanning speed, a higher flu-
ence is required as to ensure sufficient energy deposition by 
the Gaussian shaped laser beam profile at the same area 
(overlap of the spot region with LSFL formation in this 
direction is about 7 µm, see Fig. 2 c). The different expan-
sion of the punctual LSFL in the direction perpendicular to 
the LSFL has already been shown by different authors [32-
34] and is assigned, to a redistribution of the incident elec-
tric field of the laser by the initially induced structures, in 
turn causing an extension of the electric field distribution 
perpendicular to the LSFL [32]. This field enhancement in 
the x-direction can explain the used lower fluence and the  
 

 
Fig. 4 SEM images of  1D-LSFL on sapphire both with a scan-
ning speed of 80 mm/s and a) scanning direction orthogonal and 
b) parallel to the laser polarization with a) Φ = 4.40 J/cm² and b) 
Φ = 2.47 J/cm². 

smaller width of the 1D-LSFL structures for scanning in x-
direction (Fig. 4 b)) as compared to scanning in y-direction 
(Fig. 4 a)). Both the orientation of the 1D-LSFL and the 
periodicity are almost independent of the scanning direc-
tion (ΛLSFL is 942 ± 8 nm and 951 ± 7 nm for orthogonal 
and parallel scan direction), a behaviour that has also been 
reported for the orientation of 1D-HSFL on transparent 
materials [8, 9, 20], or 1D-LSFL on metals [35, 36]. Appar-
ently, the orientation of the LSFL while scanning perpen-
dicular to the laser polarization results not in a perfectly 
perpendicular orientation of the LSFL towards the laser 
polarization. A behavior already reported for e.g. 1D-LSFL 
on chromium and 1D-HSFL on fused silica [8, 37].  

The quality of the 1D-LSFL, however, appears to be 
higher for parallel scanning direction with a higher homo-
geneity and a high degree of parallelism (Fig. 4 and 5). In 
addition, for orthogonal scanning direction the applied flu-
ence above the ablation threshold manifests itself in dam-
age on the upper parts of the modulated topography (Fig. 5 
a)). This quality difference can be also attributed to the 
field enhancement discussed before. Fauchet et al. [37] 
attributed this to the extension of the ripples for scanning 
perpendicular to the ripple orientation with overlapping 
pulses. However, in order to ensure the generation of clear-
ly resolvable 2D-LSFL for this scanning direction, a flu-
ence on this level has to be applied. Again, this can be at-
tributed to the smaller extension of the LSFL formation as 
shown in figure 2 c). 
 

 
Fig. 5 AFM images (5 µm x 5 µm) with modulation profile of  
1D-LSFL on sapphire both with a scanning speed of 80 mm/s and 
a) scanning direction orthogonal and b) parallel to the laser polar-
ization with a) Φ = 4.40 J/cm² and b) Φ = 2.47 J/cm². 

 
3.3 Two-dimensional LSFL 
The third step illustrated in figure 1 is to transfer the previ-
ously generated 1D-LSFL into two-dimensional LSFL by 
placing one-dimensional LSFL side-by-side with a careful-
ly chosen spacing between the individual 1D-LSFL. Figure 
6 a) shows two 1D-LSFL generated by the afore optimized 
parameters having a line spacing of 20 µm with the scan-
ning direction being orthogonal to the laser polarization. As 
figure 6 a) reveals, the individual 1D-LSFL are partly con-
nected with either LSFL or HSFL without damaging each 
other. As the 1D-LSFL width is smaller for a scanning di-
rection parallel to the laser polarization, the line spacing for 
this scanning strategy has to be set to minimum 12 µm in  
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Fig. 6 SEM image of two-dimensional LSFL on sapphire generat-
ed with the parameters used in figure 4 and a scanning direction a) 
orthogonal and b) parallel to laser polarization. 
 
order to achieve 2D-LSFL. Similarly to the results shown 
in Fig 6 a), the individual 1D-LSFL are partly connected 
either with LSFL or HSFL. However, we also observe a 
low quality and partly damage in the overlapping region. 
Thus, for a high quality 2D-LSFL structuring, an orthogo-
nal orientated scanning direction appears to be preferential. 
Ruiz de la Cruz et al. [35] reported this qualitatively differ-
ence while structuring large areas of chromium. For Cr, 
LSFL appear perpendicular to the laser polarization (same 
orientation as for sapphire). In agreement to our experi-
ments, they reported on a higher 2D-LSFL quality for 
scanning the laser beam parallel to LSFL orientation, 
linked to the extension of the grating while scanning 
neighbouring lines. 

Figure 7 highlights the successful 2D-LSFL generation 
on larger regions. Though minor damaged areas remain in 
the connecting regions between individual 1D-LSFL, the 
figure clearly shows the homogeneous and continuous sur-
face structuring by highly uniform low spatial frequency 
LIPSS. 

 

 
Fig. 7 SEM image of two-dimensional LSFL on sapphire generat-
ed with a scanning direction orthogonal to the laser polarization,  
v = 80 mm/s, Φ = 4.40 J/cm² and a line spacing of 20 µm. 

 
4. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated for the first time the generation 
of high quality two-dimensional low spatial frequency la-
ser-induced periodic surface structures (2D-LSFL) on 
transparent material. By varying the laser fluence, scanning 
speed and scanning direction with respect to the polariza-
tion of the laser we have optimized the quality of 1D- and 
2D-LSFL on sapphire in terms of homogeneity, parallelism 

and low damage. For structuring of entire surfaces with 
two-dimensional LSFL, a scanning strategy with a direc-
tion orthogonal to the laser polarization turns out to be 
preferential with laser fluence above the ablation threshold. 
These results may stimulate the application of 2D-LSFL on 
transparent materials in transmitted light microscopy and, 
more general, in medical applications by influencing wet-
tability and cell growth.  
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